
 



Working with the Divine Feminine leads to
 

connectedness
open heartedness

empowerment
light in matter

unifying in our touch and our encounters with each other.
 

Divine Feminine will be the theme throughout the whole
Symposium.



Pauline Sasaki’s gift to the world - her Advanced
Quantum Shiatsu and Virtual Codes Somatics - is
gradually evolving. 

It is about remembering who we are as light beings
in a physical body, using more and more our
human potential and touching the Oneness in the
body.

We would love to share and celebrate this with
you. This also will come with a variety of practical
techniques to integrate her work into daily life.

Who we are

The Divine Feminine was especially dear
to Pauline and in the light of the
changing world we live in one of her
greatest gifts. 



The days will be fluid with workshops, meditations and inner
journeys, exchanges, talks, questions and answers, morning
exercises and evening events.

Each day will also have a flavour of its own. And every day one
of us will present a workshop with her new developments of
Pauline’s extraordinary work.

This Symposium is open to everyone who is interested in
extending their own shiatsu, energy or healing work. 

There is no requirement to know the shiatsu meridians. You
only need a willingness to explore the multidimensional realms
and how the Oneness can be experienced as a living and felt
thing within us and with one another. 

Every gender and creed is welcome.

Lerning Agenda



This course is open to all people interested in
expanding their own shiatsu, energy or healing work.

It is not necessary to know the shiatsu meridians, just
a willingness to explore the multidimensional realms
with us.

The program evolves during the symposium, so the
strong recommendation to attend all days, especially
for beginners.

Translation in English, Italian and German.

Please indicate your level of Advanced Quantum
Shiatsu knowledge when registering.

Important Notes



1st day: Introduction - Start 3 pm

We will start together taking in the
information and atmosphere of Pauline’s
DVD: The Human Potential. You will then
find out and feel what the work is for you
by practically doing it with one another.

In the evening we will introduce where
this work has taken the three of us and
share our journeys.

2nd day: The Energetic Anatomy

We will look at how to use the light
bodies, chakras and star chakras in the
light of the Divine Feminine. 

We will use these techniques as a bridge
between the physical body and the
Oneness.

4th day: Connecting to the Oneness

This day will encourage everyone to use
their own techniques to connect to the
Oneness. We can use mindset, alignment
and different pathways to feel the Oneness
and anchor it in our body.
 
This could lead onto the Ascension codes,
the Grid, the Whole Presence and DNA
activation which are all ways to step into
the light.

5th day: Finalizing - End 1 pm

This day will be about deepening,
integrating and reviewing what we have
experienced, practically and theoretically to
help everyone’s understanding.

PROGRAM
3rd day: Multidimensional Realm

We will be exploring how to get in touch with
our multidimensionality to connect with the
Higher Self and the Divine Source. We can
encourage bring ing the multi realm to our
clients.
 
We will be using sacred geometry, sacred
images and archetypes.



Als erfahrene Shiatsu Lehrerinnen hatten wir schon viele Jahre mit
Pauline Sasaki gelernt, bevor wir 2004 in einer privaten Studiengruppe
anfingen, mit ihr ihre neuen Methoden zu studieren. 

Für jede von uns war es eine lebensverändernde und tief bereichernde
Erfahrung. Pauline hat uns eine völlig neue Philosophie und eine neue
Sicht des menschlichen Wesens und seines Potenzials vermittelt. Ihre
neuen Techniken zum Verbinden mit unserem Licht und um die hohen
Schwingungen in das Physische zu verankern sind uns äußerst kostbar. 

Wir praktizieren, unterrichten und entwickeln Paulines großartige
Geschenke in unseren individuellen Weisen weiter. 

Nicola LeyNicola Ley                        “I learnt to hand my work over to the Divine.”“I learnt to hand my work over to the Divine.”

Gabriella PoliGabriella Poli                “Pauline took my hand and led me into a journey towards“Pauline took my hand and led me into a journey towards  
                                                                          Oneness and the Divine Source.”Oneness and the Divine Source.”

Brigitte LadwigBrigitte Ladwig          “I am learning to trust the wisdom of not knowing.”“I am learning to trust the wisdom of not knowing.”
Zusammen mit Eva-Maria Schulte haben wir das 
1. und 2. Internationale Symposium 2014 in der
Schweiz und 2016 in Italien präsentiert.

The Teachers



Drinks like coffee, tea, water
Translation English, Italian and German
Workshop material

Included Services 

Price Structure
*Early bird price (till 21.3.2023) - 585 Euro
*Normal price – 675 Euro 

*The terms and conditions of ESI Berlin apply.

If you are interested in day tickets 
please write to esiberlin@esi-shiatsu.de.



https://www.jugendherberge.de/jugendherbergen/berlin-international-613/portraet/
https://www.jugendherberge.de/en/youth-hostels/berlin-ostkreuz-757/portrait/
Overnight accommodation at the ESI is possible. 

Cheap Accommodation

      Please contact the office directly

Contact
ESI Berlin
Andrea Kleinau
www.esi-shiatsu.de  |  esiberlin@esi-shiatsu.de
Bizetstr. 41 | 4. OG mit Fahrstuhl  |  13088 Berlin

All pictures come with the kind support 
of Brigitte Ladwig, Nicola Ley and Gabriella Poli.



The Rooms
 There is over 400 sqm of space available for Quantum Shiatsu and over 100 sqm sun terrace.



esiberlin@esi-shiatsu.de
REGISTRATIONS UNDER


